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                                       New Learnings
  It is the first time that I am  getting an opportunity to attend a training programme in  Managing Public

Relations & Awareness Campaigns For  Public Relations Department, after joining Kudumbashree . In the

four day residential training programme from August 28-31, I got introduced to recent trends in communica-

tion and public relations, novel ideas and possibilities of new media.  The training was really helpful for

creating a fresh awareness in this area. The training could impart knowledge on exploring better ideas for

Kudumbashree which has garnered global attention, in the years to come. I could identify the opportunity to

enhance the performance of Kudumbahree and put that into practice.

The structure of training was well designed with an academic setting and strictly based on professionalism

and punctuality.

The training  focused on eight major areas are as follows.

1. Reputation, Brand and Communication Mix (Prof. Keyoor Purani)

2. Campaign Planning  (Prof. Keyoor Purani)

3. Being Camera Ready (Prof.Deepa Sethi )

4. Impressive Writing  (Prof.Deepa Sethi )

5. Campaign Planning  (Prof. Keyoor Purani)

6. Non Traditional and Digital PR  (Prof. Keyoor Purani)

7. Corporate Social Responsibility  ( Prof.Venkataraman.S)

8. Website and Digital  Communication ( Prof. Mohammad Shahid Abdulla)

Learnings from the Training programme

1. The first session was about Reputation, Brand and Communication Mix. The class were mainly

emphasis on the the importance of communication in the modern era. I could understand that the ultimate

aim of Communication is to  change behaviour. It has a significant role in public relations. If we want to

manage the public relations well,  it is essential to have excellant communication channels.

2. Performance of an organization has two sides. One is, Effectiveness

and the other one is Efficiency.

Effectiveness means, how well the goals are effectively achieved  or met. And Efficiency is the real

maximum out put that we achieve in the minimum time in a cheap cost. So the management programme of

every organization looking for achieving their targets in mimimum cost.

                                                                 BRAND

" A brand is a name, term, symbol, design or a combination of them intended to identify the goals ad ser-

vices of one seller or a group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of competiotion.’ A BRAND

gives visual identity and image to an organization or a product.

                                                   Brand and Behaviour change

Use of  Brand

The brand name of a product or company increses its trustworthiness. It also helps to decreases the risk.

Brand building helps to create behaviour change through communication.



 A Brand should have Visual Identity and Image and also have a strategy, and what is relevant to people. If we

want to build a Brand, for that we have to strictly follow some brand building strategies. And these strategies

shhould be more relevant and different. For an organization every communication programmes should inte-

grate to build a brand. Branding should have a meaning, and also positioning strategies.  Advertising is  good

for Brand Building.

Before  building brand, first of all it is essential to have a clear idea about to whom with the organization is

competing with. Consumer’s need is the important factor for that. Once the target audience are identified, an

assessment of the existing perceptions  of the company’s position is needed. Visibility and Credibility are the

two major factors that influences the reputation. Visibility is the breadth of the marketing company’s reputa-

tion. (eg. greater the number of execuives in different functions and business who are aware of a company and

its products or services, the bigger the visibility.

Credibility is the quality of the company’s reputation among those who know it (eg. if every costomer who

knows about its people, products and services, then its credibility with those customers is high. If the custom-

ers have negative impressions, the credibility is mixed.

                                               Effective Communication Campaign

The goal of a communications program is to increase the brand name awareness from 40% to 70 % of

households.  To develop an effective communication program for a product or products, we must consider the

folowing issues.

1. Objective of the communication programme

2. Market segments to be targeted

3. Choice of  push, pull, or hybrid communication strategy

4. Message to be communicated

5. Necessary intensity of communication

6. Choice of media

7. Economics of the proposed communications media

                                              Integrated Communication Campaign

Some times an organization will have to organize a massive communication program clubbing together differrent

kinds of communications for a particular goal or target. Suppose it might be a short term or long term

campaign.  To achive this target the management will consider the following factors.

1. Plan- The management must have a clear plan or idea what is their goal

2. The cmapaign activities-  the  different kind of activities that implementing various level

3. Media- Mass media or personal media

4. Communication- Can use Five Different Modes Communication

(ie, Personal advertisement, Personal sselling, Direct mnrketing, sales promotion, public relation)

Mass Media Campaign

For achieving the target, we must plan the various programs related to the target. All these activities must be

able to lead to the ultimate goal also. Each activity should plan with accurate time frame and mark the desirble

outcome from that particular program. It is also important to calculate the budget for each programme associ-

ate with the camapign. The communication program have to change and fix according to the nature of cam-

paign.

   We can adopt all the above mentioned communication tools  to reach the final goal or target



                                                   Being Camera ready (29-8-2019)

This session was really helpful to understand the techniques when we facing camera. Also got some interesting

tips to improve our personal qualities, while we are in office and at home.

Impressive Writing Session was also interesting.

A writing should contain 7’Cs.

1. Clarity

2. Conciousness

3. Correctness

4. Completness

5.  Concretness

6. Courtesy

7. Consideration

There will be three main area in almost all write up ie,

1. PATHOS ( When emotions are used)

2. LOGOS  ( When facts figures, numbers and benefits used )

3. ETHOS ( when comparison with previous success stories used)

Also the practical  session of how effectively creating an advertisement was really a good experience to fresh

up our ideas in a new way.

30-9-2019

                                                          Campaign Planning

For a successful campaign can be use the  follwing steps

1. Situation Analysis 2. Objectives 3. Strategies 4. Action Program 5. Budget 6. Term 7. Time Frame

For implementing the campaign successfully  it is essential to have a  plan document regarding it. The target

audience, Time nd Budget are the important an unavoidable areas and factors. Any plan we do, we must have

a clear vision ie, what do we want to do, task, action work, achievement etc.

Strategies are the best way to achieve the objectives and all strategies are depending upon the situation. So the

management should be able to ulter or adopt most convenient strategies according to  the changing situation.

Communication Planning

1. Situation Analysis- Opportunities and problem analysis, Client analysis, Audience analysis

2. Objectives- Learn cognitive, Feel-emotional/ effective/ attitudinal, Do-  behavioral

3. Action Program- Message-may be creative or action events, Media -Non personal

                                             What is PR or Public Relations

PR is to Promote or protects Brand Image in a way that is other directed and not self directed



   PR Objectives

1. Educate about product category

2. Generate Brand Awareness / Hype

3. Build Good Will / Image

4. Protect Good Will / Image in crisis

5. Leverage events / causes

   The PR Mix- can use the following activities for effective PR

1. Developing Credibility by organising news events like, trade fairs, exhibitions, sponsorship, event mnagement

etc.

2. Publicity (Raising Visibility - we can use media relations such as press conferences, interviews, press

releses.  Public speaking ( lectures, conferences, speeches etc.)

3. Product placement

                                             Meassuring Effectiveness of  PR

It essential to measure how much out come that  we could achieve from the PR activity that  related wih a

campaign or any other program. So we need to measure the following areas.

1. The coverage of the campaign or event ( general, detailed-Front page/exclusive/ photographs, and through

media monitoring agencies)

2. The change in attitude that brought through the campaign

3. Sales (sales is the ultimate goal of a marketing campaign)

                                                   Advertising Campaign Planning

Advertising is  the paid form of  non-personal  presentation/ promotion of ideas, goods or services by an

identified sponsor.  Advertisement campaign has a significant role  in the brand buiding. It helps to increase the

brand salience of an organization, product, or products. For the success of advertising campaign creative

strategies have to be developed. The aim of the campaign should reflect in the advertisement and it should

reach the desired audience. The ad must be short and contain all  essence of what we want to say. The creative

brief should contain  the following features.

1. Objective / Role of advertising

2. Target / Person Profile

3. Positining / Promise /Proposition

4. Current to desired behaviour / Insight

5. Products benefits / Reason why

6. Emotional benefits

7. Brand personality / Assets

8. Mandatory aspects

                                              Social Media
Charecteristics of social media

Openness is the most important charecteristic feature of SM or social  media, ie, it has no technical, financial,

editorial or programming barriers. It is user generated. SM Sharing creativity, connection, helping each other

and self expression.



                                          Corporate Social  Responsibility

Pure CSR has some responsibilities in the area of society, earth and environmet. Here business strategies and

social strategies goes together. The main activities of CSR are promoting education, livelihood, women em-

powerment, gender equality, environmental stability, promotion of national heritage, rural development projects.

 The main features of CSR

It should be rupee measurable, it must bring direct benefits to the marginalised, disadvantaged, poor or  de-

prived sections of community. It should not benefit only on the employees in the company and their families.

CSR activities must be in the form of a program or project. The CSR activities should projectivized.

   Components of a CSR projects are

  * Need based assessment / Baseline survey/ Study

  * Clearly identified the time frame

  * Specific annual financial allocation

 * Clearly identified milesstone

 * Clearly identified and measurable objectives /goals

 * Periodic review and monitoring

 * Evaluation and Assessment

 * Corporates are expected to fund projects from their own accounts through implenting agencies

 * Government programmes/ initiatives  can be implemented /supplimented

 * Programmes /  Projects must be within India

 * It should be independet or compliance  with any regulation or low this.

                    Apart from expert training, I feel, some insight into mobile journalism (MOJO) should have been

included. Eagerly looking forward to take part in similar programmes at this.

 And finally, I am extending my sincere gratitude to Kudumbashree  once again, for giving me such an excellant

opportunity to strengthen my professional knowledge and broadening my visions.

                                                                                            Thanking you

                                                                                             Ashamole.N.S


